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A teacher possess a different
power to mould the nation
“The art of teaching is the art of assisting
discovery."
Mark Van Doren, poet, professor
Students take teachers day as an opportunity to
cascade their love and affection to their
teachers by putting up plays, having a fancy
fete, writing letters or making cards. Even the
teachers yield it as an opportunity to exhibit
their talents and entertain the students on this
auspicious day. Teachers are the important
members of the society who play an important
role in shaping the life of individuals thus
possess a different power to form the identity
of the nation. Students all across the country
observe teachers' day to pay respect to their
teachers. It is truly said that teachers are back
bone of the society. One of the biggest
concerns of educators across the world, and
especially in India, is making the present
generation learners future-ready. India is
relatively young as a nation with around 28
million youth population being added to the
nation. Undoubtedly, the education sector is a
very dynamic industry.
Teachers often make sacriﬁces to be part of a
profession that for the truly gifted instructor is
an avocation. Teachers' salaries still lag behind
other occupations requiring a college degree.
And teachers across the globe take a lot of
work home each day or are required to return
to the institutions for myriad extracurricular
activities. In their time off, they sometimes
spend long hours brushing up on the latest
education standards or trends via classrooms,
seminars or computers. Teachers are expected
to be experts and multi talented.
They need to be communicators, leaders,
nurturers, accountants, readers, writers,
mathematicians, historians, scientists and
disciplinarians. The team Campus Courier
wishes all those who are engaged in this noble
task of moulding the nation a Big Salute.

BMTC: The journey
of discomfort
still continues
Ravisha Issar

T

he give and take policy
seems vanishing in the
present day world. The
one who gives respect
d e s e r ve s i t b a ck , b u t a
contradictory situation was
thrown in light right after a day
of Independence where a
passenger Arindam Dhar, a
resident of Karnataka, under
the sun was threatened, taken
out by a lady bus conductor of
BMTC. The only mistake done

by the passenger was to ask the
ch a n g e b a ck . T h e u s u a l
tendency of the conductors to
write the left over amount at
the back of the ticket is seen by
all but here the paying back
arose to a different level.
The passenger claims to have
taken ticket of Rs. 15 by
lending a Rs. 20 note to the
conductor and expected the
change at least before the last
stop, on asking the change

back the conductor clearly
refused to give instead of
having the chang e. T he
conductor ﬂashed the change
in front of the passenger but
did not give it. On being
war ned of launching a
complaint against the same,
c o n d u c t o r g o t a n g r y,
threatened and blocked the
doors of the bus in order to
refrain the passenger from
dropping out.

Mobile Games: An application making way to imbalance in

Are women travelling safe in Bengaluru trains?

The case registered is not the
ﬁrst one against the rational
and rude behavior of the
d r i ve r s a n d c o n d u c t o r s
r unning BMTC buses in
Bangalore. In support of the
statement a BMTC passenger
comments, "He was very rude
especially when I refused to
talk in his language, why do
people create distances based
on language and call
themselves as one?" Some

refuse to give the ticket while
some come down to
threatening. Accompanying
the incident there are several
other discomforts faced by the
passengers of BMTC, like the
overcrowding of the bus
during peak hours which leads
to people hanging out of the
bus in turn risking their life,
whereas inside the bus it gives
motivation and proper chance
to per ver ts for sexually
exploiting the women and
children. Huge amount of
waiting in bus stops leads to
improper stopping or no
stopping of bus,
overcrowding, pick pocketing,
harassment, no ticket and in
turn big disappointment.
The main motto of serving
the people is fading away at a
very fast pace and the only
intention left in the heart of
humans is the monetary gain
which may even cost a single
or thousand lives!
"A regular BMTC passenger
said, "Why cannot they be
sweet to the people or at least
treat them like a HUMAN!"
A minute mistake committed
by a civilian makes it big on the
news channels and
newspapers but why the
detachment from
responsibilities of the
government towards public is
protected like a new born?
We live in a democratic subcontinent which is 'Of the
People, By the People and For
the People' but present
scenario completely
contradicts the above
statement.

Book Review

India connected: Mapping the impact of new media
Divya KS
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inspectors,
a s s i s t a n t
inspectors and
lady police for the
safety of women
but is their
presence really
m a k i n g
a
difference is what
all ask Radhika
Nair, a Working
Professional says,
“Lady Passengers
are engulfed in fear
throughout their
journey, though
the security is
tightened in the
city.”
According to
Cantonment
Po l i c e O f ﬁ c i a l s, “ t h e
passengers are exploited and
disturbed by beggars. Some
criminals dress up like beggars
and harass women and other
passengers, thus they don't
encourage beggars inside the
train and terminals. Still the
condition is fully not curbed.
We are trying our best.”
The Senior Sub Inspector
(RPF) Cantonment Railway
Station, Bangalore, opined,
“Soon Bangalore will be a safe
destination for women. We
are working the best for it”.

Meena R
There are innumerable and
untold crimes occurring to
women in trains and railway
stations and yet the authorities
fail to retain safety measuresin
all the rail terminals and trains.
In a conversation with Senior
Sub Inspector (RPF)
Cantonment Railway Station,
Bangalore said, “Powerful
escorts are assigned in all
compartments, special women
escorts are assigned in ladies

compartments, high standard
CCTV's and helpline
numbers assure security for
women in trains and
platforms.” He also adds, “I
hear complaints from lady
passengers being harassed
and I make sure with the
ofﬁcials that the accused are
punished.Besides all these
securities, still women face all
kinds of harassment.”
Some incidents which bring
to limelight the condition of

wo m e n t r a ve l l i n g a r e
'Sowmya Rape Case', who
was brutally raped by a
beggar while travelling in
E r a n a k u l a m - S h o r a nu r
passenger in the year 2011
and another incident is
within seven years, when a
victim from Chennai,
'Swathi' was murdered at
Nungambakkam Railway
Station. The scene is no
different in any city railway
station. There are few sub-

Things change gradually in a
span of 40 years but when it
comes to technology, 40 years
is no miracle and every decade
comes up with something
advanced.
The most recent and
history determining
technology is the rise of
mobile inter net
c o m mu n i c a t i o n s, s o c i a l
networks and super-fast
gaming portals.
Time changed and by the end
of the previous decade,
smartphones emerged giving
life to an application 'Play
Store'- an access giver to a
variety of apps, especially
games.
"The biggest health hazard of
mobile phones is the cell
phone radiation", says Dr
John Love Joy, Dept.of
Psycholog y, St. Joseph's
College. He adds "Radiation
passes through the brain
which makes the main job of
the brain that is to 'think'
come to a standstill. It's a
direct hit to the addicted
individual's thin tissues, skin
and bones."
It's so virtually
realistic and pleasure to the

eyes." On the long run, the
younger generations fail to
understand the ill effects of it
on eyes, which is continuously
strained without proper rest
and sleep.
Games are played of different
types, like Subway, Surfers
which give an aim to the
player, while Talking Tom, an
interaction and Tic Tac Toe
compels to think and decide
before moves and then go.
Another game started in
Russia, in 2013 with 'f57'
(name of adeath gang) by
Philipp Budleikin is a trending
game now in India, known as
the 'Blue Whale Challenge',
which basically is a ﬁfty day
c h a l l e n g e , i n c l u s i ve o f
physical torture and mental
exertion, ending up only at
suicide.
"This game has changed not
just the mind-set of the
youngsters but also of the
youth, motivating to die
thinking of it as the only way
to overcome problems," says
Nikita Krishna Sahay, I M.Sc
Psycholog y and she also
adds,"sleep, mental balance
and appetite are severely
lost."Smartphone games were
launched as a huge revolution
but they have made us more
isolated than being social.

Olevia K Sunny
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ndia connected: Mapping
the impact of New Media
i s a b o o k e d i t e d by
Sunetra Sen Narayan and
S h a l i n i N a r ay a n , w h i ch
focuses on the growth of new
media in India from a broader
communication and
interdisciplinary perspective.
The book looks on how New
Media can be theorized in the

Indian context especially
when the country is focusing
on Digital India.India
connected plays a vital
role and brings
account on the
oppor tunities and
challenges that new
media poses to
governance,
d e ve l o p m e n t a n d
business as well as in
social marketing
efforts.
Moreover, India
connected,creatively
drives the readers into
various aspects such
of digitization and
convergence which
are affect Indian
media landscape. The
book also answers to
certain questions like;
can New Media help
in bringing about
development or
contribute to social
movement? Who is left out of
the new media equation? How
is public sphere affected by it?
How will it be regulated? It is a
clear guide for all who aspires
to excel in New Media, having
a clear understanding of all the
aspects of it.
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Getting candid with the budding

Kannada Director

Ravisha Isaar
A little boy lost in his creative
world of painting, sketching
and sports being his main
inclinations, found hard to
understand the puzzled world
of Mathematics. Equipped
with love of joint family
enjoyed every bit of growing
up.
Smart, humble, humane,
sweet and understanding are
the common words used to
describe him. His hunger of
learning never ends. It takes
hard work and self
conﬁdence to accomplish
your dreams proved correct
by once a commoner, now an
actor, director of super hit
Kannada movie LIFE 360,
Mr. Arjun Kishore Chandra
speaks his heart out.
How was the journey from
'Lakshaya' to 'Life 360'?
Initially we planned for a tele
movie with the title 'Lakshya',
but later we got producer
who helped us release movie
on silver screen through main

stream. So due to some legal
problem with the title
registration of Lakshya we
changed the title to 'Life 360'
which opted very well.
Journey was challenging, ﬁlm
making is not an easy job
until and unless you give your
100% commitment. Life 360
changed my life a lot. It
taught me to work very hard
and stay humble.
The location ﬁlmed looks
exotic but risky as well.
What were the challenges
you faced?
Yes we have ﬁlmed in nice
locations. Though it was risky
our young team took it as a
challenge and it was thrilling
too. We encouraged and
motivated each other to be
comfortable with whatever
we do. There were lots of
challenges at every level from
the start of pre production to
release date. We divided the
work among ourselves which
made my work easier.

Every
ﬁlm
leaves
you with
something.
What did your
own ﬁlm leave
you with?
Fire! Fire to do better ﬁlms,
burning desire to achieve
more. Guilt, anger,frustration,
good memories, great
experience and everything.
Yes deﬁnitely! I have chosen
ﬁlm making over everything
and now lost in my
imagination.
"Take risk", clearly evident
from the shots, but were
the risk factors off camera?
Everyone in the team from
technicians to actors was new
for a feature length movie. It
was a challenge to achieve the
goal but we researched on
many things before execution.
Sometimes we were
successful and sometimes we
failed but we were very much

stubborn to move ahead.
Good teammates are always a
priority. Man power
management, budget
management were the biggest
challenges apart from team
coordination.
Accodring to Mr. Arjun
Kishore love, desire and
dream are they key factors
that drive his life and as a
budding director he is on a
constant strive to achieve
patience, persistence and
perseverance. His advice to
the readers is a request to
chase your dreams. Live the
life you have imagined. There
is no short cut, but never give
up!

Schooling or Safety: Which is preferable?
Ravisha Issar

The importance of basic
education seems
o ve r p o w e r i n g t h e d a i l y
movement of public. The
congestion caused around
schools every morning and
noon takes the movement to
halt for minimum of an hour.
The increasing number of
private motors leads to lesser
usage of public transport in
turn leading to more blockages
around the campus. Cluster of
school buses, two wheelers,
autos, mini doors, cars and
cycles leaves no space for the
pedestrians to keep a foot on

ground.
Increased trafﬁc has raised
eyebrows of not only the
police and the educational
department, but of the public
as well. Minors, everyday put
their lives at risk and travel in
and around the boundaries of
school. On the other hand, the
parents reluctant to send the
ward off alone take them to
school again contributing to
b l o ck a g e o f r o a d s. T h e
proposal of Zebra crossing in
front of every school still
remains unattended and the
appointment of one trafﬁc
police each in every school
during peak hours(proposed

in 2015) does not seem to be
prevailing. Being situated on
the main road and opposite to
the divider itself adds more
blocking of vehicles with
continuous honking that
increases noise pollution.
The number of accidents
encountered by the students
shoots up every year. Reckless
driving pattern with no safety
measures leads everyone's life
at stake.
According to the parents,"the
administration of the schools
d o e s n o t t a ke t h e i s s u e
seriously and sheds it off every
time the issue is brought into
notice."

"We have to start two hours
early every day for work only
because of the obvious
blockage caused by the several
school transports in the
morning, it disturbs our
personal and work life!" says a
resident of Frazer Town near
St. Claret School.
The never ending problem of
trafﬁc bifurcating into several
major and minute issues
leaves people unconvinced.
The trafﬁc police, educational
institutions and the
educational departments are
looked upon for bringing
possible solutions for the
passive problem.

